Clinical significance of plasma anti-TOPO48 autoantibody and blood survivin-expressing circulating cancer cells in patients with early stage endometrial carcinoma.
To examine the clinical significance of an autoantibody (AAb) against a novel tumor-associated antigen (TAA) derived from human DNA-topoisomerase I, termed as TOPO48 AAb, and peripheral blood survivin-expressing circulating cells (CCC) in patients with early stage endometrial cancer (EC). Blood samples were collected from 80 patients with early stage EC and 80 age-matched healthy subjects. Plasma levels of the TOPO48 AAb were measured with a specific antibody capture enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and blood survivin-expressing CCC assessed with a reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction products based on a hybridization-enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (RT-PCR-ELISA). Sixty patients were followed up for 36 months after the initial assay test. There were 75% and 60% samples with positive levels of the TOPO48 AAb and survivin-expressing CCC in the cancer patients, respectively. However, the cumulative positive rate of combination of the two markers was increased to 93.3% with 0.927 (95% CI 0.871-0.984) of area under the curve (AUC) in receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis. During the follow-up period, patients with positive TOPO48 AAb but negative surviving-expressing CCC had a higher survival rate and a longer survival time than those with negative AAb but positive CCC (P = 0.01). The combination of TOPO48 AAb and survivin-expressing CCC may be used as a novel recipe to improve the efficiency of early diagnosis and provide more accurate prognostic prediction in patients with early stage EC.